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Overview
•  Last Lecture

– System installation
•  This Lecture

– Post installation
•  Next Lecture

– Scheduled tasks and log management
– Readings: Linux System Administrators Guide
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Post-configuration
•  Create user accounts and environments

–  Sort out the access rights of different user groups
•  Configure syslogd and klogd for log messages

–  Important for monitoring the system status and security 
•  Automate administrative tasks

–  Check and filter logs, clean disk space, intrusion 
detection

•  Security of the system
–  Is my system protected from potential risks?
–  Hardware, data, and services are well protected?
–  Privacy is protected?
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Unix maze
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Attack paths
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Security issues
•  Protect your physical equipment

–  Locked in a secure room?
–  Keyboard and power and reset buttons are accessible to 

attackers? 
–  Floppy drive and CD-ROM are accessible to attackers?
–  Password is set for BIOS/EFI? 
–  Is it possible for a Trojan horse to be installed?

•  Detect potential attacks from Internet
–  Check log files and alert the SA by email
–  Remove unnecessary and insecure services
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Security issues (cont.)
•  Protect your system from attacks

–  Path= (.:/bin:/sbin:… 
–  Avoid weak passwords: use a password suite to enforce 

certain rules
–  Shadow passwords: /etc/shadow
–  Close unneeded network ports
–  Check file system ownership and permissions: find 

permission problems
–  Use the least privilege rule for any user/program
–  Stale and unnecessary accounts
–  Avoid dangerous software with root privilege
–  Tools for automatically checking file system changes
–  Update old software versions
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Close weak doors

•  The following services should be turned off
–  finger
–  NFS, mountd
–  rsh, rcp, rlogin, and rexec
–  talk
–  echo and chargen
–  TFTP
–  Internal inetd services
–  Any other unnecesary services
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BIOS/EFI setup

•  BIOS/EFI
–  Can control peripherals such as hard disks and read 

(limited) data from them
•  BIOS/EFI setup

–  Boot
•  Set up bootup features such as boot device priority

–  Security
•  Set passwords for the PC
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Hardware awareness
•  To have reasonable knowledge about hardware is 

essential  for SAs
–  Read instructions in a manual
–  Interfaces and connectors
–  Handling components: wear a conductive wrist strap or 

touch the metal casing of PC
–  Disks
–  Memory chips
–  Interface cards for devices such as monitors
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Hardware awareness (cont.)
•  Weather and environment affect computers

–  Lightning: electronic spike protector
–  Power: UPS is necessary for critical services
–  Heat: <25 degree C
–  Cold: > 5 degree C
–  Airconditioning 
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Services

•  Different services from Internet
– FTP, SSH, NFS, WWW, DNS, . . .

•  Client/server model
– Request and respond

•  Proxies and agents
– Services can be offered by proxies
– Reasons: security and caching
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Services
•  Server programs (for services) are called daemons
•  Two ways to start up daemons

–  Directly
–  Indirectly by inetd when needed

•  Need to configure /etc/services for new services/daemons
•  Normally daemons are started up when the system boots 

up (from the startup scripts /etc/rc.d)
•  Each service uses a socket bound to a unique port number 

(well-known ports for well-known services)
•  TCP wrapper: tcpd

–  Allow access control to network services using hosts.allow and 
hosts.deny
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Network daemons
•  Daemons provide application services via the network

–  A daemon binds to a port, most commonly a well-known TCP/
UDP port, and waits for incoming connections on it. If one occurs, 
the daemon accepts the connection, creates a child process that 
services the connection, while the parent continues to listen for 
further requests

•  Normally one service needs one daemon and at least one 
instance of every possible service you wish to provide 
must be active in memory at all times

•  Problems with many daemons
–  Most daemons are not frequently used but occupy memory space
–  To overcome these inefficiencies, most UNIX systems run a 

special network daemon inetd
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The inetd super server
•  Super Server inetd 

–  Internet Daemon (port number of the daemon?)
–  It is started at system boot time and takes the list of services it is to 

manage from a startup file named /etc/inetd.conf
•  The configuration file inetd.conf

–  An entry in the file /etc/inetd.conf consists of a single line made 
up of the following fields

•  service type protocol wait user server cmdline
–  If you want to start up some service, you should add a line in the 

file for that service
•  Use kill -hup to inform inetd to re-read the configuration file
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The inetd super server (cont.)
•  Fields in each line of inetd.conf

–  service: gives the service name. The name is translated 
to a port number by looking it up in the /etc/services 
file

–  type: specifies a socket type, either stream or dgram 
(connection-oriented or connection-less)

–  protocol: gives the name of the transport protocol used 
by the service, e.g. tcp or udp. The names have to be 
valid protocols listed in /etc/protocols

–  user: owner of the server when it is running
•  Normally root, but sometimes may be nobody.  Use the 

principle of least privilege.
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The inetd super server (cont.)
–  wait: It can be either wait or nowait. If wait is specified, 

inetd executes only one server for the specified port at 
any time; otherwise, it immediately continues to listen 
on the port after starting the server and may start 
multiple instances of servers at the same time

•  For most RPC (remote procedure call) servers specify wait; for 
multi-threaded servers specify nowait

–  server: full path of the server program
–  cmdline: the command line arguments to be passed to 

the server
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The inetd super server (cont.)
•  How inetd works?

–  Listens for connections on certain internet sockets (depending on 
the content of inetd.conf)

–  When a connection is found on one of its sockets, it decides what 
service the socket corresponds to, and invokes a program to service 
the request

–  The daemon repeats the above steps.
•  Insecure servers should be removed from inetd.conf

–  finger, tftp, ftp, telnet, rsh, rlogin, rexec, etc.
–  Use netstat -a to show all listened ports

•  For more information about inetd, man inetd
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TCP wrapper
•  tcpd

–  tcpd is used to monitor incoming requests for telnet, 
finger, ftp, exec, rsh, rlogin, tftp, and other services that 
have a one-to-one mapping onto executable files

–  Operation is as follows: whenever a request for a 
service arrives, the inetd daemon is tricked into running 
the tcpd program instead of the desired  server.  tcpd  
logs the request and does some additional checks. If all 
is well, tcpd runs the appropriate server program and 
goes away.

–  Another way to use tcpd is to call tcpd library in 
programs
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TCP wrapper (cont.)
•  Checks in tcpd

–  Pattern access control: use hosts.allow and hosts.deny files in /etc. 
hosts.allow is checked first. If the incoming request matches one 
of the entries, the connection is allowed; otherwise, check the 
hosts.deny. If one of the entries matches in it, the connection is 
rejected. If none matches, the connection is allowed

–  User name can be checked with the RFC 931 protocol
–  Host name and address are checked with DNS service

•  Protects from IP spoofing

•  Shell commands can be executed 
–  When some suspicious connections are found, put in a log file the 

attacker’s info. and send email to root
•  For more information about tcpd, man 8 tcpd
•  For more information about access pattern in hosts.allow 

and hosts.deny, man 5 hosts_access
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PAM
•  Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM)

–  a generalized API for authentication-related services 
which allows a system administrator to add new 
authentication methods simply by installing new PAM 
modules, and to modify authentication policies by 
editing configuration files.

–  Configuration file /etc/pam.conf or /etc/pam.d
•  References

–  http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/libs/pam/Linux-PAM-
html/Linux-PAM_SAG.html

–  http://www.netbsd.org/guide/en/chap-pam.html


